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ArtFrom the collection

taranaki landscape 1965, 609 x 808mm, Oil on hardboard.

Out on his bicycle selling Rawleighs products 
door-to-door in Greymouth in the sixties, toss 
woollaston could only dream of becoming a 
fulltime painter.

Complaining of his lot to dunedin patron 
Charles Brasch in a letter in the early months of 
1965, he was surprised to receive the first of what 
would become quarterly payments. this 
beneficence enabled Woollaston to stop hawking 
household cleaners and develop his artistic career. 
Coinciding with the opening of Barry Lett galleries, 
Brasch’s financial support gave Woollaston the 
opportunity to travel in the north island collecting 
landscape subjects for his first solo exhibition in 
Auckland in november of that year.

having grown up in taranaki “under a dreaming 
blue sky”, it was this region he travelled to from 
the south island to refresh his landscape style. 
“the place seems to mean more and more to me” 
he wrote to his wife Edith in 1966. there were 
many commentators who felt that there was no 
mileage left in regionalism and Woollaston made 
a determined effort to shift away from descriptive 
topographical painting to try and capture the 
energy inherent in the geomorphology of the land 
itself. Art critic (and distinguished Alumnus of 
the University of Auckland), ian Wedde, praised 
Woollaston’s ability to capture the turbulence 
and vitality of creation, as well as its massive calm. 
For the benefit of those who made disparaging 
remarks about his muddy palette, Woollaston 
explained that he wanted to paint the colour of  
the earth after it had absorbed the heat of the sun. 
this sensual and empathetic approach to depicting 
specific localities distinguishes his work from the 
realism of his contemporaries.

Woollaston’s parents were fundamentalist 
Christian sharemilking dairy farmers, and he was 
born in rural huinga near toko in taranaki. in his 
book Sage Tea he reveals the repressiveness of 
his upbringing – the beverage of the title was 

administered to him as his mother’s cure for 
adolescent sexual impulses. in 1928 at the age 
of 18 years he escaped to pick fruit on a nelson 
orchard and took art lessons from hugh scott. 
travelling to dunedin to benefit from the 
enlightened modernist approach of robert 
nettleton Field at the art school there, he 
developed his signature expressionist technique 
alongside Colin McCahon and doris Lusk. 
Marrying fellow artist Edith Alexander, he settled 
into art and orchard work in the nelson region 
until a young family precipitated the move to 
greymouth and a more stable income.

his surviving correspondence from 1965 shows 
how family drew him back to taranaki in that year: 

“My father is 85 and anxious that i should go and 
see him for what he believes may be the last time,” 
he writes. English-born John Woollaston lived 
for another decade, but the mid-sixties return 
to taranaki enabled his son to establish two 
important leitmotives – Bayly’s hill and Mt Egmont 
– which he would make repeated and systematic 
use of in his painting for the next decade. selling 
325 pounds worth of work in his Barry Lett gallery 
exhibition that year, he continued his exploration 
of the region until he reached a culmination point 
with the solo exhibition “Woollaston: A taranaki 
Excursion” at the govett-Brewster Art gallery in 
new Plymouth in 1977.

linda tyler

Auckland graduates among ‘best brains’

Five of the 12 prestigious william Georgetti 
scholarships awarded for 2008 have gone to 
University of Auckland graduates.

the scholarships are awarded to encourage 
postgraduate study and research in a field 
important to the social, cultural and economic 
development of new Zealand. William georgetti, 
who died in 1943 and the residue of whose estate 
funds the scholarships, wanted “the best brains 

available” to benefit from them.
the board which awards the georgetti 

scholarships comprises the governor-general, 
the Prime Minister, the Chief Justice, two people 
of academic distinction and the President of 
Federated Farmers or their nominees. Public 
trust manages the scholarships and the nZ 
Vice-Chancellors’ Committee administers them.

University of Auckland winners were:
Pablo german, Btech – $15,000 over three •	
years for a Phd in molecular biology at 
Auckland. his field of study will be “olfactory 
receptor activation in insects”.
Kimberley good BA/Bsc, PgdipCom, Bsc(hons) •	
– $30,000 over three years for a dClinPsych in 
clinical psychology at Massey University, 
Auckland. her field of study will be “is the black 
dog really a dalmation? An investigation of 
whether different types of depression lead to 
different processes and outcomes in cognitive 
behaviour therapy”.
Lauren Lindsay, LLB(hons)/Bsc – $45,000 for •	

one year for an LLM in comparative European 
and international law at the European University 
institute, Florence. her field of study will be the 
“impact of biotechnology on human rights using 
EU experiences to develop/examine a possible 
legal approach in new Zealand”’.
Michelle Menzies BA/BFA, BA(hons) – $30,000 •	
over three years for a Phd in English literature 
at the University of Chicago. her field of study 
will be “Medium beyond parts and wholes: 
reconceptualising a twentieth-century 
aesthetics”.
Paul Paterson, BA/LLB(hons) – $6,000 for one •	
year for a LLM in public and administrative law 
at harvard University. his field of study will be 
“the proper role of the courts in reviewing 
administrative action and ensuring that 
government agencies act lawfully without unduly 
interfering with their efficiency”.

six of the other georgetti scholarships went 
to graduates from Victoria University and one 
to a Canterbury graduate.

From left are Pablo German, Paul Paterson, Lauren 
Lindsay, Kimberley Good (absent Michelle Menzies).


